Abstract-This study describes a chance discovery method for network that use betweeness centrality and similarity. In prior research of chance discovery, in the chance discovery process, it is required that analysts infer chance from visualized network, because it is difficult that to solve problem like to guess the cause from the data such as non-parametric problem. However, this reasoning process has problem that chance discovery is difficult because chance discovery depends on experience or background knowledge of analysts. Therefore, to solve this problem, we pay attention the mathematical element with the network, and propose chance index that is index of network. Chance index have three calculation methods: the sum of the reciprocal, the product of the reciprocal, and the average reciprocal. Using the proposal method on three kinds of data, results show that proposal method is useful method and chance index that use average reciprocal is most useful calculation method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of information-based societies, increasingly large quantities of data are being stored. As a result, data mining is an attractive way to analyze data, extract knowledge from data, and perform analysis and prediction [1] - [3] . However, in recent years, it has been found that analysts cannot effectively use the knowledge extracted by data mining. Research into chance discovery has been conducted to facilitate effective use of such knowledge. For example, in the case of a store, the purpose of an analyst is to generate profit by analyzing product sales or customer data. However, even if analysts can discover knowledge by data mining, such knowledge is of no use if it cannot be connected to profit opportunities. It can be said that the real purpose of an analyst is to discover a chance rather than knowledge; thus, chance discoveries are important.
Analysts infer chance from visualized data. Visualization is a data mining method. By visualizing data, it is possible to observe data from a different perspective, and as such, various inferred chances can be observed. Visualization is essential to chance discovery. However, in the inference process, chance discovery depends on the analyst because there are individual differences in the experiences and background knowledge among analysts; therefore, various methods are required to catch the data.
KeyGraph is a useful visualization method for chance
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discovery [4] , [5] . KeyGraph simplifies chance inference by devising a graphical representation when visualizing data. However, even though analysts can perform chance discovery more effectively by using a graphical representation, this method has not been able to eliminate the problem of analyst dependence. We focus on a network to solve this problem. We perform mathematical interpretation using graph theory in the network. For example, by using graph theory that exploits an index of nodes and links, we can express a network quantitatively. In addition, graph theory can be applied to a shortest path problem and the traveling salesman problem.
In this study, rather than performing chance discovery by inferring chance from the visualization results for a co-occurrence network, we perform chance discovery using only visualization. For this purpose, we propose a chance index, which is an index of the nodes in the network. To represent this chance index, we use the similarity of links in the network and betweenness centrality, which is an indicator of the centrality of a given node [6] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we explain chance discovery. In Section III, we describe related work. Section IV introduces the algorithm used in the proposed method, and Section V presents experimental verification of the proposed method. Conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. CHANCE DISCOVERY
A chance is an important event or circumstance that can be used by analysts for decision-making [7] . Using chance discovery, analysts can evaluate the development of a market or predict typhoons by capturing changes [8] , [9] .
There is a knowledge discovery in databases process in data mining [10] . Analysts can obtain various large data easily; therefore, analysts often use data mining to gain knowledge. However, the purpose of the analyst is not knowledge discovery from data mining. The purpose of an analyst is to understand the causes and background of the gained knowledge and to utilize this knowledge. This is chance discovery.
For example, by analyzing sales data, analysts can identify products that are selling well. This is knowledge discovery. However, this knowledge alone does not result in profit for the store directly. Analysts elucidate the reasons the product sold well and apply those factors to other products. It should be noted that, in this example, data analysis only has meaning or value when analysts can use the obtained knowledge to increase sales. The causality associated with a product that sells well is considered chance. Thus, chance discovery is the final purpose of analysts.
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Proposal of Chance Index in Co-occurrence Visualized Network III. RELATED WORK Essentially, the final stage of the chance discovery process is analyst inference, because with current computer technology, it is difficult to solve problems like determining a cause from data, such as a non-parametric problem. Thus, analysts perform chance discovery by inferring chance from visualized data.
Visualization is "By making use of a computer, the visual representation of the data in order to expand the recognition Interactive" [11] . Expansion of recognition is the value of visualization. Visualization is used when analysts want to obtain new knowledge. Recently, several visualization methods have been proposed.
For example, the frequency and co-occurrence trend FACT-Graph visualization method has been proposed to visualize keyword trends embedded in documents. FACT-Graph visualizes data by combining class transition information and co-occurrence transition information [12] . In addition, to assist in the interpretation of genome-scale datasets by facilitating the transition from data collection to biological meaning, a visualization system called the database for annotation, visualization, and integrated discovery has been proposed [13] . Furthermore, classification of information visualization and visual data mining methods are based on the data type to be visualized, the visualization method, and the interaction and distortion method. These information visualization methods have been developed over the past decade to support searching large datasets [14] . However, in knowledge discovery, analysts do not always know where they should focus their attention in the visualization results. The knowledge discovery process depends on analyst inference, which is based on the background or experience of a given analyst. The chance discovery process requires chance inference from visualized data. Therefore, chance discovery has the same problem as visualization.
KeyGraph is a popular chance discovery method [4] , [5] . KeyGraph is a data visualization algorithm that uses interactive parameters. By changing the color and shape of nodes and links, KeyGraph can identify chance easily. Fig. 1 shows a KeyGraph example. As can been seen, the greater the frequency of a word, the more the shape of a given node changes, and the shape of the link changes by co-occurrence of nodes. Thus, by devising a way to present visualization results to analysts, KeyGraph makes discovery of chance easy.
However, even if such a method can make chance discovery easy, chance discovery visualization methods still depend somewhat on the tacit or background knowledge of the analyst.
Therefore, in chance discovery process, we consider chance discovery that does not depend on the subjectivity of the analyst, and we focus on a visualized network. By putting data into the network, we can use the mathematical characteristics of the network. By using the mathematical characteristics of the network, we attempt to represent chance in the network.
We propose a chance index that can be used to discover chance quantitatively in a visualized network. Note that the chance index is an index of a node.
We propose the chance index as an index of a node in the network to perform chance discovery without requiring analyst inference. Here, we explain the chance index of the proposed method.
IV. CHANCE INDEX

A. Approach
We developed two hypotheses from the features of chance in a network to represent chance without requiring analyst inference.
A: Nodes with small similarity to adjacent links are considered chance.
B: Nodes with large betweenness centrality are considered chance.
Hypothesis A is derived from various chance discovery studies. For example, one study extracted claims from a press conference by President Bush on September 18, 2002 [15] . Fig. 1 shows the results of visualization. That study claimed that "latest" or "ploy" are key points and chance in the network structure. When we considered the position of the chance node in the network, we found that the similarity between the chance node and adjacent links is small. Fig. 2 . Visualization results for a questionnaire about women's accessories [16] .
For hypothesis B, it can be considered that a node that connects many nodes affects many nodes. For example, a node that connects a set of nodes that represents customer needs bridges two needs. By focusing on this bridge node, analysts may get a chance to attract new customers. Therefore, nodes with high betweenness centrality are considered chance.
To verify hypothesis B, we surveyed various papers about chance discovery. For example, one study visualized a free descriptive questionnaire about the women's accessories [16] . Fig. 2 shows the results of visualization. That study claimed that "soft" or "dainty" are important key points and chance in the network structure. When we considered the position of the chance node in the network, we found that the chance nodes bridge many nodes.
B. Chance Index
The chance index is expressed by formula (1). 
Let the shortest path from node j to node k be 
We considered three methods to calculate the similarity of an adjacent link: the sum of the reciprocal, the product of the reciprocal, and the average reciprocal. In the proposed method, we considered the synthesis method of summing () b Ci and () ls i , because even if the synthesis method is a product, given the log, the ranking results do not change. However, relative to the visibility of results, a product synthesis method may be better; therefore, an evaluation of optimal synthesis methods will be a focus of future work. Fig. 3 . Chance index example. Fig. 3 shows an example calculation result of the actual chance index. Note that an alphabet for a node and the value of the chance index are shown. We calculated the similarity of solid line as 1 and the similarity of dotted line as 0.5. Here, the similarity calculation method is the sum of the reciprocal. In this example, nodes "C" or "D" are considered chance. Table  I shows the correct calculation results. We propose three calculation methods for () ls i . However, we have not determined which method is optimal. Therefore, in our experimental verification, we validated the usefulness of the proposed method and the optimum calculation method for () ls i .
V. VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT
A. Verification Experiment Environment
We performed experiments to verify the usability of the chance index and determine the optimum calculation method for () ls i . We applied the proposed method to KeyGraph networks with known nodes to verify if the chance nodes can be extracted by the proposed method. In the verification experiment, we used a network that has been used in other studies. We verified whether the chance index could compensate the analyst inference process from visualized KeyGraph results. We set the similarity of links for weak links (dotted line) to 0.1-0.3, medium strength links (dark dotted line) to 0.4-0.6, and strong links (solid lines) to 0.7-0.9. We employed three calculation methods: the sum of the reciprocal, the product of the reciprocal, and the average reciprocal. Fig. 4 . Visualization results for interview data from medical patients [17] .
For network data, we used the President Bush press conference data (Bush network; Fig. 1 ) [15] , questionnaire data about women's accessories (Questionnaire network; Fig. Fig. 4) [17] . Table II shows the details of the data. Fig. 5 to Fig. 7 show the results of the verification experiments. The white nodes are chance nodes, and the black nodes are normal nodes.The vertical axisis the chance index value, and the horizontal axis is the number of nodes in the network. Fig. 5 shows the results of the verification experiments for the Bush network. Globally, we could detect chance nodes in high ranking. These results are considered relatively good. In particular, the results obtained using the average reciprocal are considered the best because chance nodes were detected in the most significant position. Overall, with this result, we could detect the chance nodes in high ranking. The results obtained using the average reciprocal are considered the best results, however, in the results obtained using the sum of the reciprocal and the product of the reciprocal, other nodes were detected in high ranking. In particular, "President" was detected in high ranking. This word was detected in high ranking because it is used as the subject and is used with other words simultaneously; thus, the betweenness centrality was high. In addition, the chance index of all chance nodes obtained using the average reciprocal was greater than 1.5. Thus, the average reciprocal demonstrated good results even in chance index values. Fig. 6 shows the results of the verification experiments for the questionnaire network. Globally, we could detect chance nodes in high ranking. This result is considered relatively good. In particular, the results obtained using the average reciprocal are considered the best.
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B. Results of Verification Experiment
Generally, we could detect chance nodes in high ranking.
As mentioned, the results obtained using the average reciprocal are considered the best. However, in the results, "refined" was detected in high ranking because it is used as the subject and is used with other words simultaneously; thus, betweenness centrality was high. In addition, the chance index of all chance nodes obtained using the average reciprocal was approximately 1. Therefore, for the chance index, the results obtained by the other calculation methods are also good. Fig. 7 shows the results of the verification experiments for the interview network. Globally, we could not detect chance nodes in high ranking. The results obtained using the average reciprocal demonstrate the most detected chance nodes.
With this network, we could not detect chance nodes in high ranking. In particular, words such as "word" and "nursing" were detected in high ranking, because in the medical field, words that everyone uses is many and the words were used with other words like "President." The chance index for all chance nodes obtained by all calculation methods was approximately 0.5. Thus, these results, including the obtained chance index values, are considered poor.
However, when we checked the real network, we discovered that chance nodes connect clusters. Therefore, to improve the proposed method, a new formula must be added.
In summary, it was determined experimentally that using the average reciprocal is most useful. However, the proposed formula is still under development; therefore, various improvements are required.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the study of chance discovery, analysts infer chance by observing data visualized by a chance discovery process. In this process, chance discovery depends on the background or tacit knowledge of the analysts. To solve this problem, we have focused on the mathematical elements of the network and have proposed a chance index that can be used to extract chance without requiring analyst inference. We have proposed three calculation methods for the chance index; i.e., the sum of the reciprocal, the product of the reciprocal, and the average reciprocal. We have validated the usefulness of the proposed method. The results of verification experiments have shown that the most useful calculation method for the chance index is the average reciprocal method. In future, we plan to add new formulas to the proposed method.
